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Capabilities

Chyuan Chiao  is a leading Chinese custom manufacturer of hermetically sealed (GTMS or
glass-to-metal seal) connectors, headers, terminals, and microelectronic packages. Designed
by our customers or in conjunction with Chyuan Chiao - our custom products withstand the
most severe environments imaginable. Chyuan Chiao  custom glass-to-metal seal products
are used for aerospace, defense, and industrial applications.

Metal Fabrication :

Tool Shop :

Capable of providing GTMS products using the latest CNC machining centers
to create shells and metal housings from Kovar, Nickel Alloy, Stainless Steel,
CRS, Mumetal, HyMu80, Aluminum. Electrodes and contacts: Nickel Alloy,
Kovar, Stainless Steel. Explosive-bonded dissimilar metal housings. 

Equipped to fabricate all tooling necessary to support the products manufac-
tured: Glass dies, punch pree dies, assembly tooling , lead chop tooling,
EDM, blank and draw dies.

Cleaning :

Complete capability for the chemical and mechanical removal of sealing ox-
ides and passivation of metals.

Plating (NADCAP) :

Nickel, Gold, Silver, Copper, Palladium, Pure Tin , Tin-Lead, Eni plating, Elec-
tropolishing of stainless steel. Verification of plating thickness and analysis -
X-Ray fluorescent measurement equipment, atomic absortion spectropho-
tometer and CNC image measuring systems

Quality Control :

Our Quality System is ISO 9001.2008 (NSF) certified and has been approved
for many major programs by many world leading companies

Inspection / Testing :

⁕ Optical measuring machines 
⁕ Pressure testing
⁕ Steam age / solderability testing 
⁕ Insulation resistance testing

⁕ Thermal cycle / shock Testing
⁕ Humidity testing 
⁕ High pot testing
⁕ Hermeticity (leakage) testing

Furnaces for GTMS Sealing/Brazing :

Mass production sintering furnaces and ENG / sample sintering oven - Single
glass beads and multi-pin beads 
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